1 looking at font styles in equations

For example, in

\[ n(t + 1) = An(t)Q \]

both the Q and the bold font n should not be italicized in the .rtf output. LaTeX never italicizes bold font in math mode (as this is never needed/wanted).

2 testing align environment

First align without an asterisk.

\[
zw = (3 + 2i)(2 - i) \\
= 6 - 3i + 4i - 2i^2 \\
= 8 + i
\]

Now align with an asterisk.

\[
zw = (3 + 2i)(2 - i) \\
= 6 - 3i + 4i - 2i^2 \\
= 8 + i
\]

zw = (3 + 2i)(2 - i) \\
= 6 - 3i + 4i - 2i^2 \\
= 8 + i